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Jackie Winter Gardens by Hearth Studio 
hearthstudio.com.au

Inside
text: Megan Norgate

Megan Norgate
is a interior designer at 

Brave New Eco. 
braveneweco.com.au

Mixing It Up
The “Dove” dining table in white-

wash is made by Sydney-based online 
furniture company Nomi. Nomi specialises 

in furnishings from sustainably sourced 
timbers that can be shipped, flat-packed 
and assembled without tools. Surrounding 

the table are vintage chairs bought at auction 
and originally made in Melbourne by Kendall. 
The vinyl seats are original while the backs are 

reupholstered in Augustus grey fabric from 
Warwick. A pair of mid-century pendant 

lamps sourced at auction  
sit over the dining table.

nomi.com.au
warwick.com.au

Good Oil
The kitchen features joinery 

made from birch plywood paired 
with a brass shadow line detail. The 

honest materials have a light touch, match 
the living room joinery and read more like a 

piece of bespoke furniture than a kitchen. Osmo 
wood wax in white is used to seal the plywood, 
washing out the colour, highlighting the grain 
detail and providing some moisture and stain 

protection. German-made Osmo wood oils are a 
penetrating sealant product made with natural 

vegetable oils and waxes. In high use areas 
prone to wear, they have the advantage 

of being able to be rejuvenated 
without re-sanding. 

osmoaustralia.com.au

Detailing
Rowsaan's whimsical cloud 

cabinet handles are handcrafted 
by Kyneton-based metal-smithing pair 

Rowan McLachlan and Saan Davidson. 
Rowsaan creates heirloom quality functional 

objects such as handles, spoons and knives with 
the finely-detailed sensibilities of jewellers. The 

pair work in living surfaces such as brass, steel, tin, 
silver and wood. The cloud handle developed 
through exploring the use of a single piece of 
brass to form an object. It is hand-hammered 

into a twin dish form. The unlacquered 
brass used for these handles has added 
intrigue, slowly darkening over time as 

they oxidise. 
www.rowsaan.com

Custom Paper
Decorative walls and curtains invite 

some warmth and softness into the room. The 
wallpaper is a custom print designed by Carlton-

based illustrator Marc Martin who creates modernist-
inspired works in watercolour and ink. Inspired by 

similar works from Marc's book, A Forest, the symbolic 
flora and fauna allude to the property’s botanical heart 

and create a mirror to the opposing views outside. In 
Marc's words: "Capturing a feeling of wonder and intrigue 
with the various elements put together. I tried to include a 

variety of forms including fungi, trees, shrubs and rocks, 
so your eye is constantly noticing new things." With 
companies such as Wonderwall providing digital 
printing onto pasteable wallpaper it is now easy 
to create personally significant wall-coverings 

that become artworks in their own right.
marcmartin.com

Softly Anchoring
Curtains throughout the house 
provide warmth and a sense of 

enclosure during dark evenings. The 
indigo trim at the base carefully matches up 

with a painted datum line that runs around the 
base of the interior walls, providing a continuous 

anchoring detail throughout the house. When 
paired with a light-coloured fabric a dark trim 
has the bonus outcome of extending the life of 
the curtains by masking the dirt that commonly 
collects where curtains touch the floor.  Hearth 

Studios customised every element of the 
curtains, including the rod-and-ring style rails 

by Like Butter. Driftwood and Atlantic 
fabrics from Warwick's Espret range 

make up the body and trims. 
likebutter.com.au
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